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PER CURIAM. This case is on appeal from the District of Columbia 

Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs (nCRA), Rental Accommodations and 

Conversion Division (RACD), to the Rental Housing Commission (Commission). The 

applicable provisions of the Rental Housing Act of 1985 (Act), D.C. OFFICIAL CODE §§ 

42-3501.01-3509.07 (2001), the District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act 

(DCAPA), D.C. OFFICIAL CODE §§ 2-501-510 (2001), and the District of Columbia 

Municipal Regulations, 14 DCMR §§ 3800-4399 (1991), govern these proceedings. 

I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

On November 14, 2003, Beverly D. Ruffin, tenant, filed Tenant Petition (TP) 

27,982 in the Housing Regulation Administration (HRA). In the petition she alleged that 

the housing provider, Shennan Arms, LLC: 1) demanded an unlawful rent for her unit; 

2) failed to provide a proper notice of a rent increase; 3) failed to file the proper rent 

increase forms with the RACD; 4) filed an improper rent ceiling for her unit; 5) increased 



rent when a written lease prohibiting such increases was in effect; 6) substantially and 

permanently reduced services and facilities in connection with her unit; and 7) directed 

retaliatory action against her. Hearing Examiner Carl Bradford heard the case on January 

6, 2004, and issued the decision and order August 16, 2004. The decision and order 

contained the following: 

Findings of Fact: 

1. The subject housing accommodation, 814 Southern Ave., S.B., is 
managed by Sherman Arms, LLC. 

2. Petitioner Beverly D. Ruffin resides at 814 Southern Ave., S.E., unit 
102. 

3. Respondent did not permanently eliminate services and facilities 
provided in connection with Petitioner's unit. 

4. Respondent did not substantially reduce Petitioner's services and 
facilities while petitioner resided at 814 Southern Ave., S.B. 

5. Respondent did increase rent to an amount larger than allowed by 
any applicable provision of the Rental Housing Act of 1985. 

6. Respondent overcharged Petitioner $32.00 dollars a month for 
twenty months. 

7. Respondent did not retaliate against Petitioner. 

8. Respondent acted in bad faith when Respondent implemented an 
illegal General Applicability Increase. 

9. Respondent shall refund to Petitioner $640.00 plus $25.00 in interest 
for a refund of $665.00. This amount shall be trebled because of bad 
faith. 

10. Petitioner'S monthly rent shall be rolled back to $678.00 a month. 

11. The Examiner trebles the refund because the Respondent acted in 
back [sic] faith when it implemented the illegal General 
Applicability Increase. 

Ruffin v. Sherman Arms, LLC., TP 27,983 (RACD Aug. 16,2004) at 9. 
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Conclusions of Law: 

1. Respondent did not reduce Petitioner's services/facilities in violation 
of D.C. Official Code § 42-3502.05(g) [sic] (2001). 

2. Respondent did not pennanently eliminate Petitioner's services and 
facilities in violation of D.C. Official Code § 42-3502.05(g) [sic] 
(2001). 

3. Respondent acted in bad faith when they [sic] increased Petitioner's 
rent in violation D.C. Official Code § 42-3509.01(a) (2001). 

4. Respondent shall refund to Petitioner $640.00 plus $25.00 interest. 
This amount shall be trebled for a total refund of$1995.00 pursuant 
[to] D.C. Official Code § 42-3509.01(a) (2001). 

5. Respondent increased Petitioner's monthly rent charged in violation 
[of] D.C. Official Code § 42-3502.06 (2002). 

ld. at 10. 

The tenant filed a Notice of Appeal (NOA) in the Commission on September 2, 

2004. The Commission held its appellate hearing on November 16, 2004. At the 

Commission hearing, Jon Blake entered a Notice of Appearance on behalf of the tenant. 

After examination of Mr. by the Commission regarding his qualifications for 

representation before the Commission, the Commission determined, pursuant to the 

provisions of 14 DCMR § 3812.5 (1991),1 that Mr. Blake lacked the requisite 

qualifications to represent others before the Commission. See ~ Brookens v. 

Committee on Unauthorized Practice of Law, 538 A2d 1120 (D.C. 1988). Blake 

1 The applicable regulation, 14 DCMR § 3812.5 (1991), provides: 

The Commission my disqualify or deny, temporarily or permanently, the privilege of 
appearing or practicing before it or the Rent Administrator in any way, to any 
individual who is found by the Commission, after hearing, either to be lacking in the 
requisite qualifications to represent others or to have engaged in unethical, improper 
or unprofessional conduct; Provided, that any individual who shall willfully mislead 
the Commission or its staffby a false statement of fact or law shall be disqualified 
permanently. 
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percentage increase based on the Consumer Price for Urban Wage nrume:rs and 

"'n ............. \Vorkers (CPI-W) the previous calendar year. The housing provider must file 

a "Certificate of Election of Adjustment of General Applicability" with the RACD and 

must then post in a public place or mail to every tenant whose unit is affected a copy of a 

"Tenant Notice of Increase of General Applicability." Upon the proper perfection of a 

rent ceiling adjustment, a housing provider may delay its implementation, and such delay 

will not constitute forfeiture or loss of the increase.5 However, upon implementation of a 

previously perfected but unimplemented rent increase, the housing provider must abide 

by D.C. OFFICIAL CODE § 42-3502.08(h)(l) (2001), which states, "each adjustment in 

rent charged permitted by this section may implement not more than 1 hn1"''7~'11 and 

previously unimplemented rent ceiling adjustment." The permitted increase in rent 

charged is then calculated by adding the dollar increase of the rent ceiling adjustment of 

general applicability for that period, to the current rent charged. See The Rittenhouse. 

LLC v. Campbell, 25,093 (RHC Dec. 17,2002). 

Effective June 1,2001, the tenant's rent was increased from $595.00 to $655.00. 

R. at 23. This $60.00 increase was $46.00 greater than an increase of general 

applicability would have permitted for that year. The housing provider contends that the 

increase was the result of a "vacancy increase that was preserved and not implemented," 

is permitted under R. at 48. 

5 D.C. OFFICIAL CODE § 42-3502.08(h)(2) (2001), states: 

Nothing ln this subsection shall be construed to prevent a housing provider, at his or 
her election, from delaying the implementation of any rent ceiling adjustment, or from 
un~)lenlen1tmg less than the full amount of any rent ceiling adjustment. A rent ceiling 
adJllstlnelJlt, or portion thereof, which remains unimplemented shall not and shall 
not be deemed forfeited or otherwise diminished. 
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used 5% per annum in his interest calculations. Id. This is plain error. Accordingly, the 

hearing examiner's calculations of interest are reversed and remanded for proper 

identification of the correct interest rate and recalculation of the amount of interest owed 

to the tenant. 

B. Whether the hearing examiner erred in f'mding that services and 
facilities had not been substantially reduced in the housing 
accommodation. 

The Commission has set forth the burden on the tenant when asserting a claim of 

reduction or elimination of services under the Act.s The Commission stated: 

[F]or a tenant to successfully pursue a claim of reduction or elimination of 
services, a three-prong test must be satisfied. First, the tenant must provide 
evidence of a reduction or elimination of services, and the fact-finder must find 
that the housing provider eliminated or substantially reduced a service or services 
at the tenant's rental unit. Lustine Realty v. Pinson, TP 20,117 (RHC Jan. 13, 
1989). Second, the tenant must establish the duration of the reduction in services, 
and present evidence to support his allegations. Daro Realty, Inc. v. 1600 16th St. 
Tenants Ass'n., TP 4,637 (RHC Oct. 20, 1988) cited in Cobb v. Charles E. Smith 
Mgmt. Co., TP 23,889 (RHC July 21, 1998). Third, the tenant must show that the 
housing provider had knowledge of the alleged reduction of services. Gelman Co. 
v. Jolly. TP 21,451 (RHC Oct. 25, 1990). 

Ford v. Dudley, TP 23,973 (RHC June 3, 1999) at 5-6 (footnote omitted). In the instant 

case, TP 27,982 the tenant set forth numerous allegations of reduction in services and 

facilities. However, the hearing examiner's decision and order contains findings offact 

and conclusions onaw relating to only a fraction of the allegations raised by the tenant. 

For example, in the petition and during the hearing, the appellant alleged that 

flooding had occurred in her unit which resulted in the growth of mildew and mold. See 

Tape Recording (RAeD Jan. 6, 2004). Additionally, the record contains pictures in 

8 The Act, D.C. OFFICIAL CODE § 42-3501.03(27)(2001), provides: "[r]elated services means services 
provided by a housing provider, required by law or by the terms of a rental agreement, to a tenant in 
connection with the use and occupancy of a rental unit, including repairs, decorating and maintenance .... " 
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support of the flooding allegation. R. at 4. The first prong of the rule stated above 

requires that "the fact-finder must find that the housing provider eliminated or 

substantially reduced a service or services at the tenant's rental unit" Lustine Realty v. 

Pinson, TP 20,117 (RHC Jan. 13, 1989) at 4. Without a finding by the hearing examiner 

regarding all of the alleged reductions in services and facilities, the second and third 

prong oftbe test cannot be applied. The District of Columbia Court of Appeals has 

stated, "[t]o pass muster, an administrative agency decision must state findings of fact on 

each material, contested factual issue; those findings must be supported by substantial 

evidence in the agency record; and the agencys conclusions of law must follow rationally 

from its findings." Munchinson v. District of Columbia Dep't of Pub. Works, 813 A.2d 

203,205 (D.C. 2002). See also Jimenez v. District of Columbia Dep't of Employment 

Servs., 701 A.2d 837,838-39 (D.C. 1997). Additionally, D.C. OFFICIAL CODE § 2-

509(e) (2001), provides in part: 

[e ]very decision and order adverse to a party to the case ... shall be 
accompanied by findings of fact and conclusions oflaw ... findings of 
fact shall consist of a concise statement of the conclusions upon each 
contested issue , .. [which] shall be supported by and in accordance 
with the reliable, probative, and substantial evidence. 

Thus, absent a complete finding on all of the contested issues, the hearing examiner's 

decision and order regarding the alleged reduction in services and facilities is reversed 

and remanded for the hearing examiner to issue the appropriate findings of fact and 

conclusions of law on the contested issues raised by the tenant 

C. Whether the housing provider's conduct constitutes retaliatory action 
against the tenant. 

The tenant's notice of appeal lists several circumstances of alleged retaliation 

against her. First, the tenant claims that the housing provider reported complaints made 
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by to the other tenants the building, which was an invasion of her privacy. A 

definition of retaliatory conduct can be found in D.C. OFFICL4.L CODE § 42~3505.02(a) 

(2001).9 The "violation ofprivacy',lQ that the statute refers to was not meant to 

encompass the conversations that the housing provider may have had regarding the 

appellant's complaints regarding other tenants. specifically it was meant to protect 

against unlawful intrusions of the housing provider into a tenant's living space. 

Accordingly, the decision of the hearing examiner regarding this issue is affirmed. 

Additionally, the tenant claimed reduction of services as an issue of retaliation. 

Part of this claim is that the housing provider failed to deal with a loitering problem that 

exists at the housing accommodation. This claim does not fall under the purview D.C. 

OFFICIAL CODE § 42-3505.02(a) (2001), because proof was not proffered by the tenant 

that establishes a decrease in services. In fact, the record contains evidence that the 

housing provider addressed complaints of loitering by instituting a "zero tolerance 

policy," where any violations of the loitering policy would result in '''automatic 

9 Retaliatory action, as it is defmed under the statute, may take many fonns, D.C. OFFICIAL CODE § 42-

3505.02(a) (2001), provides in pertinent part: 

Retaliatory action may include any action or proceeding not otherwise permitted by 
law which seeks to recover possession of a rental unit, action which would 
unla\\1WJy increase rent, decrease services, in.crease the obligation of a tenant, or 
constitute undue or unavoidable inconvenience, violate the privacy of the tenant, 
harass, reduce the quality or quantity of service, any refusal to honor a lease or rental 
agreement or any provision of a lease or rental agreement, refusal to renew a lease or 
rental agreement, termination of a tenancy without cause, or any other form of threat 
or coercion. 

10 BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 829 (7th ed. 1999), defines invasion of privacy as: 

lilly 29. 2005 

An unjustified exploitation of one's personality or intrusion into one's personal 
activity, actionable under tort law and sometime under oonstitutionallaw. The four 
types of invasion of privacy in tort are (1) an appropriation, for one's benefit, of 
another's name or likeness, (2) an offensive, intentional interference with a person's 
seclusion or private affairs, (3) the public disclosure, of an objectionable nature, of 
private information about another, and (4) the use of pUblicity to place another in a 
false light in the public eye. 
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termination." at 8. lU'"''''''' .... demonstrates the housing provider's attempts to 

address the problem. Lastly, the tenant claims the hallways was a "' ... 'en ..... vu 

in services and facilities. The Commission is limited to record when 

Pursuant to DCMR § 3807.5 (1991), which states, 

cornrmSSlCln shall not new evidence on appeal," the Commission may 

as it was not raised 27,982 nor was it mentioned during the RACD 

the Co:mnuss:ion denies aforementioned claims of retaliation 

"'i"> .... u,J~ the tenant. 

U'""..;l;:)llUH and order contains a description 

that states the housing accommodation is located at "814 Southern on lot No. 

731 in 6219 in Ward 8." R. at 65. ........ u",.,,"" .. the tenant asserts the actual 

lot number is 1. NOA at 1. hearing examiner also states tenant's move date 

as "August 14, 2004." at 65. tenant argues that correct move in date is 

August 1998. NOA at 1. Lastly, the examiner states in his decision 

JJ .... ,"'l;)lUU at 5), "[t]he Respondent testified that she did not cut of [sic] the electricity," it 

UfiICle:ar whom statement as there was no allegation of "cut-off 

the tenant petition on the part tenant review of the tape recording 

from hearing not that evidence or teSTIn:lOfiV concerning "cut*off 

electricity" occurred. See Tape Recording (RACD Jan. 6,2004). This issue is granted 

for corrections of typographical and other errors on remand by the hearing examiner. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

The Commission remands Issue A to the hearing examiner for recalculation of the 

rent overcharges. The Commission remands Issue B to the hearing examiner to make the 

necessary findings of fact and conclusions oflaw on the issue of reduction of services. 

The hearing examiner's decision regarding Issue C is affirmed. Lastly, Issue D is granted 

and remanded for the hearing examiner to correct the typographical errors contained in 

the decision and order. 
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